Pagoda®

SEATING

Shown with Ignition seating. Inspired
by HON color palette NAME.

THE ANYWHERE CHAIR
Some chairs extend the perfect welcome for waiting rooms and reception areas. Others play well
in corporate training rooms or presentation spaces. Still others fill in as guest chairs in private
offices. Then there’s Pagoda. The HON Company’s versatile, coordinated line of comfortable Pagoda
stacking chairs and stools works beautifully in all these situations: in public areas or private offices; in
business settings, healthcare environments, or the hospitality industry. Pagoda can refresh the look
of an existing space or serve as a unifying element in a new or expanding enterprise.
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Pagoda Brochure

THE OPTIONS STACK UP
Stacking chairs come outfitted
with a choice of casters or glides,
and stack up to five-high with or
without arms.

STACKING CHAIR

MOBILE STACKING CHAIR

H4071

WITH ARMS
AND WOOD BACK

WITH ARMS
H4073

WITHOUT ARMS

H4075

H4091

WITHOUT ARMS
WITH WOOD BACK

WITH ARMS
AND WOOD BACK

WITH ARMS
H4077

H4093

WITHOUT ARMS

STOOL
H4095

H4079

WITH FABRIC BACK
H4097

WITHOUT ARMS
WITH WOOD BACK

H4099

WITH WOOD BACK

STOOLS THAT FIT RIGHT IN
Stools are a key component of
Pagoda’s versatility. Line them
up at counters or pair them
with high tables in cafés or
collaborative work areas for a
handsome, sturdy, and practical
seating solution that enhances
both the look and functionality of
practically any space.

Pagoda Brochure
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AESTHETIC FLEXIBILITY
Choose from hundreds of textiles to find just the right look for
your organization. Going for more practical comfort? Consider
a fully upholstered back. Looking for something a little more
upscale? Specify a contoured veneer back—available in seven
finishes. HON offers Pagoda stacking chairs and stools with
either Black or Titanium frames.

For more information, visit hon.com/pagoda
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